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Take Something Apart  
CORE lEARNING OBJECTIVE

Explore analytical approach to design. Explore representation and abstraction. 
Explore the ways an object that is taken apart can be represented. 

PURPOSE Of PIECE

Inform, educate and elucidate. 

PROBlEM

Design an informational piece with a minimum of 4 levels of information.

STEPS

1)  Purchase or find a (relatively) complex object (manufactured or natural) related to your 
term-long topic. For example for cultural biography you choose to document a cell 
phone or for global warming you select a solar powered electronic device like a lamp or 
a calculator. Make a smart selection with sufficient complexity to provide interest for  
this assignment.

 
2)  Take the object apart and keep track of this “dissection” process so you can possibly 

incorporate this reverse engineering process. Record the time it takes you to take the 
object apart (or have someone else record it).

3)  Explore a minimum of 3 ways to organize the parts of the objects. Consider how the 
objects relate to one another, their relationship to one another; how they are taken apart, 
how are they re-assembled, consider the shapes of the objects, their function, their 
physical quality (the type of material/s they are made up of), etc. How does arranging 
and rearranging add levels of information or assist understanding of the object? 

4)  Consider how you might incorporate additional levels of information (origin, history,  
context, relationships in terms of scale, micro and macrocosms, what is the object’s 
position in the world… The information design piece can include representation of  
a) the process of dissection; b) origin / pathway to this time and place / manufacturing 
place or process; c) its history; d)  e) context f) lifespan; g) where does it go when it is 
no longer needed?; h) your personal connection to the object (what does it connect  
you to?) i) how might its purpose be revealed. 

5)    Develop a ‘purpose’ statement. What will this piece be used for? Who is the audience?  
Without assistance, can a person/viewer use this diagram to understand the function, 
history, origin or its personal relationship to you? Can a person/user without assistance 
use your diagram to reassemble the pieces? Test your prototype does it work? Record 
and adjust according to your findings. Turn in your findings with the final project.

6)  Your final piece should incorporate and demonstrate an analytical approach — it may 
also incorporate some representation of the process of dissection. It must have four  
levels of information. Consider how and what you choose to represent and what mean-
ing or understanding can the viewer take from the piece? Consider the information 
design principle of max/min.

Developing 
analytical skills  
& interpretive  

approaches.

 
 

 Documentation,  
analytical, conceptual,  

and expressive approaches to 
design are quite  

broad and importantly  
“are not mutually exclusive  

and any job [or project] is 
likely to include more than one 

of them. The approach taken 
can reflect an  

individual designer’s character 
and prejudices, or it can be 

intrinsic to the nature of the 
job [or project].” 

 — Baines & Haslam


